Print the Elder Futhark on thick card or paper. Cut along the white lines. Keep runes face down in a decorative box or bowl. When a rune becomes damaged or worn, draw the required runic character on a spare rune and replace.
Ancient-Themed Design for Flipside of Elder Futhark Runes
If you choose to use the Blank Rune, or Infinity Rune, in your rune-casting, add only one to your Elder Futhark runic set. Use the remainder as rune spares when a runic character is lost or damaged. Keep your spare runes, separate from your rune set.
Ancient-Themed Design for Flipside of Blank Rune or Rune Spares
If you choose to include the Blank Rune in your rune-casting, add only one to your Elder Futhark Runic Set. Keep the remainder separate, and use as Rune spares.